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Gastroenterology – 6 February 2020, 2.15pm

How would you rate the speaker?
Answered: 48

Skipped: 17

Interactive, facilitative style of
speaker, encouraging rather
than admonishing...learnt a lot
of useful tidbits.

Loved the interaction.
Obviously thought hard about
how to discuss esoteric stuff

Relaxed engaging
presentation from
knowledgeable but
non- egotistic
professional
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Best speaker because
he focussed on
primary care issues

He was interactive,
interesting and telling
most of us new and
helpful things.

Excellent presentation skills

Great lecture, interactive, relevant, not
condescending. Confident and
knowledgeable. More of the same
please. Also important that Crawford
Jamieson is a local Consultant.

Gastroenterology – 6 February 2020, 2.15pm

How helpful did you find the Gastroenterology presentation? / What was good about it?
Answered: 47

Skipped: 18

Really interactive,
focussed on real life
common problems in
GI medicine. Thought
provoking.

interactive, practical
hints and tips very
helpful

Very relevant to general
practice. The cases presented
were similar to a number of
cases I have struggled with in
the past and I have come away
with a number of ideas to
change my management of
such cases in the future.

Very applicable to problems that
we encounter on a regular basis

Case presentations were relevant
and helpful. I learnt some useful
new things.
Too complex and detailed for
attending paramedics
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The interactive
case based
approach with
doing case
scenarios instead
of usual lecture

Gastroenterology – 6 February 2020, 2.15pm

Is there anything that could have improved the session?
No it was excellent!
Pitched just right

Needed to
have been
longer maybe!

Not really. Maybe covered
some more common issues too

Would be great if separate, less complex
sessions could be delivered for non-practitioner
nurses and paramedics.

Perhaps a follow up short summary of key take
home messages for primary care that arose
from each case would help reinforce action
points for improved quality of collaborative
practice for those present and update those
missing as the presentation slides alone would
not do that.

What did you learn from the session and how will you do things differently in practice?
Some new diagnoses
to consider

Be more confident in
recognising unusual
presentations
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Treatment for CVS is like that
of migraine so is certainly
manageable in primary care

I learnt something new from each of his
cases and will be more confident in handling
gastroenterology patients as a result.

Reinforced present knowledge, but Guardia
case study and link to skiing new to me.
Will use GI advice service.

Management of gallbladder
polyps will change.

Not order an amylase!

Helped me to understand
and manage better some
of our more challenging
cases

Q7: How helpful did you find the prescribing meeting?
Answered: 16 Skipped: 49
Prescribing Leads Meeting – 6 February 2020, 2.15pm
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Prescribing Leads Meeting – 6 February 2020, 2.15pm

What was good about the session?
Opportunity for feedback
Interactive session

The resources through the
Specialist Pharmacy Service

Clear presentations on topics which matter

Useful information re Vitamin B strong,
ondansetron, electronic cigarette use,
valproate

How could the session have been improved?
Not sure the rest of it* was useful in
benchmarking but we can get that
from looking at the data anyway.
(*other than SPS presentation)

May have some items on how to
use SystmOne more effectively
in medicines management

Less content - speakers had too
much to cover in the time allocated
Could have been longer as end of
meeting slightly rushed

What was the most valuable thing you learned from the session?
Ondansetron is a red drug for
everything except palliative care - will
push inappropriate requests for scripts
back to the hospital.
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I thought all our valproate women
had a consent form but it appears
work is needed still

Website links and contact
details for Specialist
pharmacy service locally

Primary Care Network Meetings
Individual PCN Meetings – 6 February 2020, 4pm

• Very helpful to meet the other members of our PCN for the
first time and to gain an understanding of some of the
politics involved.
• A shame that the new contract did not arrive until the
following day which means that we still need to have this
meeting. However it did allow us to meet up and share with
broader team and catch up on PCN related QoF work. So
very useful.
• Despite the subject not being my preferred one, I enjoyed
the familiar atmosphere, the bluntness and frankness which
the whole meeting was characterized by. I am poor at
politics. However the take home message was : joint effort
makes the difference.
• There was a sense of camaraderie setting staff from other
practices with the PCN
• Audit session useful
• Details of projects planned for PCN.
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• Useful explanation of aims of PCN in next year with good
discussion
• Useful to see what is going on
• Useful in meeting colleagues in Orwell PCN and share
views and thoughts for future practice development
• Good meeting with Two Rivers Practice
• Useful to meet with other local practices
• Good to get update and talk to local colleagues
• Really useful to incorporate this into the shut down
afternoons
• It would be great if we could have regular protected time to
develop this new service
• Good to have a time when more people can come.
• Bit late in the day

Other sessions / suggestions for training topics or any feedback on the
afternoon overall, please let us know.

PCN Clinical Directors Meeting

• Useful always and improved by being curtailed
Primary Care Nurse Forum

• I really enjoyed the session Thank you
General

• Would love tea or coffee on arrival, many have come from a busy morning surgery
•
•
•
•
•

Orthopaedic pathways
Podiatry
Community paediatrics.
Dr Sharma- endocrinologist is an excellent speaker on diabetes
Similar case base teaching on haematology and dermatology would be useful too
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